Exceptional all-position wide base radial designed for heavy front axle service in mixed service applications.
Improved traction in soft soil and mud – promoted by aggressive new tread design.

Excellent wet traction throughout the tread life – cultivated by wide, deep circumferential grooves and minimized bridging between tread elements.

Great resistance to shocks, bruising and penetrations fostered by four-belt design – featuring full-width elastic protector ply.

Rectangular bead bundle – a MICHELIN® exclusive - simulates a solid steel rod “strapping” the tire onto the wheel. This design stabilizes the entire bead region and minimizes fatigue in order to extend casing life.

Improved floatation – offered by wider tread (almost 1 inch wider than MICHELIN® XZY® Wide Base tire).

Added sidewall and shoulder protection – from thicker rubber and aggressive shoulder design.

Tread design may vary depending on tire size.